












Now we are able to define the admissible set D
from E with the norm  -  

D= {f=f=(P,\1) €E,u€1`I,P€P(9¢)}-

It appears to be difficult to solve the considering
variational problem on the whole admissible set
D. Therefore we construct some n+m-parametric
set D,,+,,, of vector-functions from D. For this
purpose we replace class P(gC) in the definition
of D by n-parametric family P,,(gC) of functions
p P(gc). There are several possible ways to
obtain such kind of a reasonable parameterization
(see  Resulted n + m-parametric set D,,+,,, is

isomorphic to some set B,,+m in the R"+"‘. In our

case the state space X contains D,,+m. Thus the
central variational problem for DE/ FIE system is

reduced to the n + m-dimensional optimizational
problem for the restriction of our mathematical
model onto the set D,,+,,,.

The above mentioned procedures and conse-

quent ones, which are necessary for solving the
task, are connected with introduction of some op-

erators on the admissible set and on the para-
metric set D,,+,,,. These operators are the most

important part of structure of our model system.
Usually, in the System Theory the action of the
model is interpretered as main operator. In our

case main operator is defined on the set D,,+,,, (or

on the whole set D). Transfer operator in this set-

ting is appropriate composition of main and aux-
iliary operators. Furthermore the following types
of other operators appear:

1. “close to identity”
(Dn+m "‘) Dn+m or Bn+m _' Bn+m)i

2. operators of one-component linearization

(D _’ D"+m);
3. norm preserving operators of vectorization

(D -* Bn+m)§
4. correction operators (D,,+,,, -> D,,+,n);
5. “j ump” -operators

(D,,_,,,,, -> D,,+,,, or B,,+,,, -> B,,+,,,), etc.
Full description of all required operators, main

functional (see below) and other components of

our model system would make this paper large and
too complicated mathematically.

The output space W contains R""”+2-valued
functions of the form

3 = (A, me)-

Here e = (d,h) is R'+1-valued FIE design para-
metric function, where d 6 R1 is FIE design para-
metric vector, h = h(¢) is a cam profile, which is

from the class H of twice differentiable functions
on the interval [0, 1r] with some restrictions on the
function and derivatives values.

A is the main functional, which is useful work of
the DE/FIE system (or we could take its reduced
indicated efficiency)

A = kz -  2" N(¢,P(¢),P'(¢),\1)d¢,

where kg is a coefficient of proportionality,

ll = (<15mj.1>., ¢mj.¢.,in.h.»#fn.h_,  H, e Pigc) (Or Pn(gc))»

N is instantaneous power

N : Paw,  fb e [Os ¢s.b.l U l¢m.p.e.a 277i

Pow _ P0.p.V¢;_p_7  ¢ 6 l¢s.b.a ¢m.p.e.l

PC is cylinder pressure, V; is cylinder swept vol-

ume, P,,_,,_ is over-plunger pressure, l/f,_,,_ is over
plunger volume, ¢>,_;,_ is plunger stroke beginning,
q$,,,_p_e_ is crank angle of the maximum plunger el-

evation.
q 6 R” is vector which entries are values of func-

tionals that characterize the fulfillment of limita-
tions of ecology, knocking, engine service life and
design parameters of the F IE. It is always possible
to put limitations such that all these entries are
nonnegative, i.e. q 6 Ri.

We introduce norm in W by

Ilgllw = (Hb * (AA, d)|lR»+1+1 + C- ||h||f»1)‘/2

for all g E W. As it was done for the space E it

is not difficult to check three basic properties of

norm. Here b 6 R"+l+1,c 2 0,  -  is chosen to
be stronger [4] than norm in C[0,,,]. Let us note
that 1/ + I -4- 2-dimensional vector (b,c) and m-
dimensional vector a in the definition  - ||w and
|| -  are distribution vectors of data and result
deviations. For example, if b = (1,0, ...,0),c = 0

then  ' HW = A. We should note that weight
function and measure in the definition of  -  
play the similar role.

ln our case controller selects current input us-

ing “close to identity” and “jump” operators and
determines search trajectory in D,,+,,, or Bnjm.
Construction of search trajectory is necessary for
solving OPT problem directed to maximization of

main functional A under the condition q 6 Rf,



OUTLINE OF THE SOLUTION OF THE CENTRAL DE/FIE VARIA TIONAL PROBLEM
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Restatement of the DE/ FIE problem using Sys-

tem Theory language allows the following:

1. The problem is more accessible for applica-

tion of well known tools of abstract mathematics.

2. System Theory receives new stimulating ob-

ject.
3. The sample for setting of such kind of prob-

lems (usually even simpler) is given as an object

of System Theory.

NOMENCLATURE

A - useful work of the system
a - distribution vector of data deviation

B,,+,,, - isomorphic to D,,+,,, set from R"+"‘

(b,c] - distribution vector of result deviation

C[,,'3] - class of all continuous functions on the

interval [a, H]

D - admissible set from E
D,,+,,, - n-4-m-parametric representative set from

D
DE - diesel engine
DI- direct injection
d - FIE design parametric vector

E - input space
e - FIE design parametric function
FIE - fuel injection equipment
gc - cycle fuel delivery
H - class contains of all admissible cam profiles

h(¢) - cam profile
i,,_;,_ - number of nozzle holes

kl, k2 - coefficients of proportionality
N - instantaneous power

P(gc) - class of theoretical injection pressures

with fixed cycle fuel delivery gc

P,,_,,_ - over-plunger pressure
PC - cylinder pressure
p(45) - theoretical injection pressure
q - vector with lirnitative characteristics

RT" - m-dimensional Euclidean space

R1 - subspace of vectors from R” with nonneg-

ative components
u - vector with variable parameters
VQ,_,,_ - over plunger volume

K - cylinder swept
W - output space
X - state space
H - parallelipiped from Rm contains of all ad-

missible vectors with variable parameters
;L(¢) - positive bounded measure
pf,,_h_ - effective area of nozzle holes

¢¢,,j_b_ - crank angle of the injection beginning

¢¢nj_e, - crank angle of the injection ending

q5,,,_,,_e_ - crank angle of the maximal plunger el-

evation
<;5,_;,_ - plunger stroke beginning - weight function
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